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What is TokenLearner for?

A module to go inside Vision Transformers (ViT)

Faster: TokenLearner reduces the amount of computation in Transformer models.

● Cuts the computation by ½ or even more.



What is TokenLearner for?

A module to go inside Vision Transformers (ViT)

Faster: TokenLearner reduces the amount of computation in Transformer models.

● Cuts the computation by ½ or even more.

Better: Simultaneously, it increases the accuracy of the models

● Better than the full ViT models on image classification and video recognition
● New SOTA on Kinetics-400, Kinetics-600, Charades, and AViD.
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Questions

Do we really need that many tokens and process them all at every layer? 

Can we not ‘learn’ to adaptively obtain much fewer tokens instead, and focus on 
processing them?



Motivation - TokenLearner

Instead of always using hand-designed tokenization, we learn to adaptively tokenize.

vs.

Previous tokenization for images/videos: 
spatio-temporal cropping (ViViT)

500 * 64 tokens 8 * 64 tokens



TokenLearner has a form of spatial 
attention mechanism

Given an image-like tensor, it

● Weights each pixel differently 
(i.e., focuses on a subset of 
pixels)

● Summarizes them as a token.

● Could be applied to 
intermediate tensors

Small number of tokens! 8 or 16

TokenLearner module



TokenLearner module inserted in the 
middle of Transformer architecture

● Backbone: ViT - L/16, B/16, … 

Dataset:

● JFT for the pretraining

● ImageNet for the fine-tuning and 
evaluation

TokenLearner for ViT

Extremely 
lightweight 
computation



Where do we put TokenLearner?
ImageNet 5-shot transfer accuracy (with ViT B/16)

● Interestingly, TokenLearner performs better, while being faster. Adaptiveness!



Pre-train with JFT, and fine-tune (or 5-shot learn) with ImageNet1K (with S/32, B/32, B/16, 
L/16, ...)

ImageNet 



Scaling up - larger models 
TokenLearner added to ViT L/16 (512x512 input)

● Actual images per second on TPU: ~1400 (L/16) vs. ~2500 (TokenLearner + L/16).

*16 Tokens used in TokenLearner.
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Scaling up - heavier models 
ImageNet comparison against the SOTA Transformer models

● L/8 is with the same model size but with 4x larger number of initial tokens.

*16 Tokens used in TokenLearner.



TokenFuser recombines tokens to 
recover the original input shape.

It learns to generate fusion 
weights per pixel location, 
conditioned on the input tensor.

TokenFuser module



ViT architecture with TokenFuser

Lightw
eight 

com
putation



Video architecture with TokenFuser



Kinetics400, Charades, and AViD

● Compared against prior works, including ViViT
● 85.4% on Kinetics400 is the new SOTA.
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Video datasets
Kinetics400, Charades, and AViD

● Compared against prior works, including ViViT
● 85.4% on Kinetics400 is the new SOTA.
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TokenLearner 
within ViViT

TokenLearner 
within 
Bottleneck 
Transformer



Comparison to SOTA (Kinetics 400) Comparison to SOTA (Kinetics 600)



Longer videos

● ~30 seconds
● 360 frames with 12 fps

Charades results



Anonymous Videos from Diverse Countries

● 467k videos and 887 action classes
● 3-15 sec per video

AViD dataset results



Visualizing spatial attention in TokenLearner



Visualizing spatial attention in TokenLearner
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